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*Source: WWF, IPBES, WEF & PWC

1 million* 
Species may face extinction due 

to human activity

69% decline*
in populations of mammals, birds, fish, 

amphibians and reptiles since 1970

$44 trillion*
of value generation is moderately 

or highly dependent on nature 
and the services it provides
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Corporates will need to comply with many new 
standards on biodiversity

• Science-Based Targets for Nature
• Task Force for Nature-related Financial Disclosures
• Kunming-Montreal Global Biodiversity Framework 
• Global Reporting Initiative
• Climate Disclosure Standards Board
• EU Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation
• EU Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive
• CDP
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PHYSICAL

Cost increases or loss 

of revenue due to 

(acute or chronic) 

hazards arising from 

the global depletion of 

natural resources and 

the decline of 

ecosystem services

REPUTATIONAL

Loss of brand value 
and market share due 
to actual or perceived 
nature-related 
misconduct (or lack of 
transparency)

REGULATORY

Cost increases due to 
restrictions and 
requirements 
resulting from non-
compliance with 
existing and future 
biodiversity legislation

MARKET

Cost increases or loss 
of revenue due to 
changing dynamics in 
overall markets that 
arise from a 
company's impact or 
dependency on 
biodiversity
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Dependencies on 

biodiversity

Ecosystem services decline 

can physically impact business 

locations and create opportunities

Impacts on 

biodiversity

Impacts on biodiversity can create 

regulatory, reputational, and 

other risks for business locations

Biodiversity risk & opportunity 

ratings for company locations 

Spatial ratings across categories of biodiversity-related 

threats and opportunities help companies and financial 

institutions prioritize areas for action and set targets

Response plan per and 

across priority locations

Personalized list of options to mitigate risks 

and seize opportunities helps to drive 

positive biodiversity impact and 

contribute to global conservation agenda

Source: WWF, BCG

Impacts and 
dependencies on 
biodiversity create 
financial risks and 
opportunities –
which drive 
companies and 
financial institutions 
to act in the right 
places in the right 
way
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riskfilter.org
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A user-oriented model 
of biodiversity-related 

risk to business, 
supporting companies 

and financial 
institutions in 

identifying the financial 
materiality of 
biodiversity

A spatial risk 
assessment tool,

helping companies and 
financial institutions 
prioritize high risk 

areas and issues for 
different operations 
and sourcing sites

A comprehensive 
model of biodiversity-
related risks to nature 
& people that captures 
nature in all its facets

A footprint assessment 
tool that provides 

biodiversity impact 
scores across private 

sector spheres of 
influence
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Using the WWF BRF and WRF Assess Modules requires the following 

data inputs:

Geographic location of 

operational sites

A (physical) site where 

corporate activities are 

conducted

Long/Lat

...

...

Long/Lat

Industry classification per site

Similar production processes 

are grouped into the same 

“bucket”

Industry sector XYZ

...

...

Industry sector XYZ

Business importance per site

Relative importance of a site to 

the overall company

% or High/Med/Low

...

...

% or High/Med/Low

To allow for aggregation, the following 

additional data input is required:
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How to collect the data at scale? – Starting with operational sites

High quality Low quality

Asset-level data

Data on corporate 

structure and 

subsidiaries

Disaggregated revenue

City of headquarter
Hybrid Approach 

(merging different 

sources)

Backup Options
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Company X...

Supplier 1

Supplier N

How to collect supply chain data at scale?

• Data products by major data providers 

(Bloomberg, Refinitiv, FactSet, ...)

• Conceptually straight-forward but currently poor 

data availability

Approach I: Firm-specific supply chain data

• Less precise but more pragmatic and applicable 

approach

• IO models = show supply chains between 

industries and countries 

Approach II: Making use of Input Output models
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Applying the BRF to portfolio assessment
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Applying the BRF to portfolio assessment

Industry-level overview Company-level overview

Site-level overview

Case study presented in 

the following report::
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Join our upcoming webinar

Suggested outputs of LOCATE phase:

• Geospatial map of the organisation’s operational 

locations, and upstream and downstream value 

chain locations, overlaid on geospatial biodiversity 

data

• A list of the organisation’s priority locations 

(direct, upstream and downstream)

Suggested outputs of EVALUATE phase:

• A list of the relevant environmental assets and 

ecosystem services at each priority location;

• A list of relevant nature-related dependencies 

and nature impacts, according to the selected 

scope;

Suggested outputs of ASSESS phase:

• A ‘long list’ of relevant nature-related risks and 

opportunities the organisation should act on

• A matrix of material risks consistent with the 

enterprise management framework of the 

organisation (e.g. significance by sector, business 

line, location, value chain, etc).
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Join our upcoming webinar
Building on and aligning with 

existing solutions

SBTN 5-step approach:

WWF BRF/WRF provides 

support

WWF BRF/WRF provides 

support

WWF BRF/WRF Respond 

Module will provide support 

in the future

WWF BRF/WRF tools are 

not target setting tools
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The EDEKA Group is 
organised in the form of
a co-operative and is
backed by about 

3,500
independent retailers
They give EDEKA a face
and assume the role of the 
local supplier that stands
for variety, quality and 
enjoyment.

EDEKA Corporate Presentation 2022 28

Food expertise in entrepreneurial hands.



Strong market presence in Germany.

Source: GFK; own calculations
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EDEKA 22.1%

Netto Marken-
Discount 7.8%

in the food retail segment in 
2021

Market share

+0.8% point

%



We & Now We achieve more by joining forces.

▪ Reduction of greenhouse gas 
emissions by 33.5% by the year 
2025

▪ Preservation of ecosystems along with 
their biodiversity

▪ Responsible use of water and 
protection of freshwater 
ecosystems

▪ More sustainable packaging design 
and resource conservation in 
supply chains 

Our objectives
for more sustainability

EDEKA Corporate Presentation 2022 30



Targeted field projects in crop-growing countries.

EDEKA Corporate Presentation 2022 31

ecosystems
For valuable

▪ Citrus project: focus on less water 

consumption and more biodiversity in 

conventional orange cultivation in Spain

▪ Banana project: making conventional 

farming in Colombia and Ecuador more 

environmentally and socially compatible

▪ “Agriculture for biodiversity”: 

promoting biodiversity in 

Germany – e.g., through flower 

strips on field margins

▪ Our new cocoa project in Ghana 

is set to launch in 2022



❖ We invest to create more productive, 

sustainable and inclusive economies in 

Africa, Asia and more recently, the 

Caribbean, enabling people in those countries 

to build better lives for themselves and their 

communities.

❖ We focus on investing in sectors where 

growth leads to better economic, inclusive 

and sustainable outcomes, including financial 

institutions, infrastructure, healthcare, 

manufacturing, food and agriculture, 

construction and education.

We are the UK’s Development Finance Institution and 

impact investor with nearly 75 years’ experience 

investing in the emerging markets

To continue to solve the biggest global
development challenges by investing
patient, flexible capital to support
private sector growth and innovation.
We will help to alleviate poverty by
building productive, sustainable and
inclusive economic outcomes for those
that need fair and transparent
investment the most.

Africa

Asia

Indo-
Pacific
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Regulatory Risk

How can changing laws, 
regulation and enforcement 

create risk for companies 
and FIs?

Respond Module

How can companies and 
FIs respond to identified 

nature-related risks?
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Or contact us:  riskfilter@wwf.de

https://riskfilter.org/

mailto:riskfilter@wwf.de
https://riskfilter.org/

